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NATIONAL LAKE

Volunteer Guide

HELPING PEOPLE UNDERSTAND CLIMATE CHANGE
IMPACTS ON THE HEALTH OF OUR LAKES

Blitz noun: \‘blits\

1
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: a sudden, energetic, and
concerted effort, typically
on a specific task

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT
THE NATIONAL LAKE BLITZ VISIT:

LakeBlitz.livinglakescanada.ca

livinglakesca
LivingLakesCanada
LivingLakesCA

Contact our British Columbia

Thank you
to our
supporters

based Lake Blitz Coordinator
Camille LeBlanc at
lakeblitz@livinglakescanada.ca
for information and to register

NATIONAL LAKE

THE NATIONAL LAKE BLITZ: MAY - SEPT 2022
The goal of the National Lake Blitz is to encourage the
widespread monitoring of lakes across Canada using
simple tools so participants can easily understand the
impacts of climate change on freshwater lakes.
The Lake Blitz is open to everyone. To monitor a
lake, participants don’t need a science/technical
background or any formal training. Instead, all you
need as a Lake Blitz volunteer is a thermometer (which
we’ll send you), a camera (or phone with a camera),
and a lake you care about.

What are the impacts on freshwater lakes that
we’re concerned about?

•

Rising water temperatures that decrease oxygen
levels for freshwater life

•

Invasive species spread that push out native
species

•

Algal blooms that decrease oxygen levels and
can be toxic to humans and animals

PARTICIPATING IN THE LAKE BLITZ IS SIMPLE AND FUN!
As a volunteer, you will get the chance to take action to address the climate
crisis by collecting simple yet crucial data on freshwater health. Lake
Blitz volunteers will become part of a growing national network of water
stewards who will meet regularly online to share results, ask questions and
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sit in on presentations from water experts from across Canada. As data is
collected it will be automatically displayed on the Lake Blitz Observation
Map available at lakeblitz.livinglakescanada.ca. Volunteers can even win
prizes!

TAKING LAKE PHOTOS AND TEMPERATURE
Taking regular water photos and temperature readings

monitoring should take place on the second and fourth

is a simple but effective way to understand freshwater

weekends of each month.

ecosystem health.
Can’t commit to all the sampling days? Consider
As a Lake Blitz participant, you will help create a

creating your own sampling team with friends, family,

‘snapshot’ by collecting temperature readings at your

coworkers or neighbors.

chosen lake and shoreline photos of your location on
the lake (same location each time) and the colour of the

Thermometers, data sheets, field guide, detailed

water. Participants will be required to visit their local

instructions, and ongoing support will be provided by

lake twice a month from May to September. Your lake

our Lake Blitz Coordination team.
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Once you’ve registered as a Lake Blitz Volunteer, a Lake Blitz Test Kit will be
mailed directly to you with detailed instructions that will cover all the steps,
from data collection to data entry!
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Throughout the summer, the Lake Blitz Coordinator will send reminders ahead
of sampling days, and will provide tips and tricks on how to produce the most
valuable data possible.

SAFETY
Your safety when going out
to sample is of the utmost
importance. Given this, all Lake
Blitz participants will be required
to sign a safety waiver ahead of
their first sample day.
Make sure to follow these safety
tips when heading out to sample:

•

•

•

•
•

Wear a lifejacket when near
deep water, or when sampling
from a boat
Always tell someone where
you are going and when you
are expected to return
Avoid potential hazardous
areas (construction zones,
steep areas, or where wildlife
is present)
Do not trespass onto private
property
Never drink untreated water

Becoming a Lake Blitz volunteer is an incredible learning opportunity! You
will come away with a tremendous amount of new knowledge about the
relationships between climate and water that you will be able to share with
family and friends.

REQUIRED EQUIPMENT
Lake Blitz Test Kits (provided by LLC) • Camera • Cellphone or Computer

LAKE BLITZ SAMPLING PROCESS
1. Select a sample site on your local lake where you can measure temperature
in water at least 1 metre deep (docks, boats or other safe access points
work well). Choose a site that you can visit twice per month from May to
September.
2. To enter data in the field you can use the Lake Blitz Observation Form on
the Survey 123 app or get ready to enter data onto your data card.
3. Using the Lake Blitz Field Guide instructions and thermometer, sample for
water and air temperatures.
4. Using your camera or smartphone take a photo of the lake shoreline and
water colour. Take additional photos each month if you notice any changes.
5. Observe your surroundings and record any wildlife and aquatic invasive
species you see. Not sure what species are invasive? Use the invasive
species ID guide in the field guide or contact your local invasive species
council to learn more. Snap a photo to support your observations.
6. Submit your data, photos, and observations to the Lake Blitz Observation
form using the mobile app or on your desktop at
lakeblitz.livinglakescanada.ca
7. Repeat steps 2-6 throughout the summer.
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APRIL:

MAY:

Interested volunteers are

The National Lake Blitz kicks off with

month until September. Monitoring locations

encouraged to fill out the

the Lake Biodiversity Photo Challenge.

will be coordinated by the Lake Blitz coordinator

registration form on the Living Lakes

Everyone is encouraged to take

with assistance from Lake Blitz Hubs. If your

Canada website at

photos that capture the diversity of a

lake is already being monitored we will help

lake or human impacts affecting it and

you find another spot or connect you with

submit photos to the

other volunteers and create a monitoring team!

lakeblitz.livinglakescanada.ca

Monthly meet ups begin with the first session

webpage. Alternatively use the

happening at the end of May.

lakeblitz.livinglakescanada.ca.
Once registered, volunteers will
receive their Lake Blitz Kit by mail,
and will be invited to a virtual
training session in May. This will be
a fun, inspiring event where Lake

#LakeBlitzPhoto to submit via social
media!

Blitz volunteers from across the

Training webinars take place during the

community will get the chance to

first week of May. Volunteers get ready to

meet!

begin monitoring the lake of their choice
on the second and fourth weekend of the

JULY:
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SEPTEMBER:

Throughout July, Living Lakes Canada

winners in four photo categories - Most

In this last month of the Lake Blitz, coordinators

will be showcasing partners and

Biodiversity, Most Impacted, Public

will begin requesting that all data points be

volunteers who are taking part in the

Favourite and Kids Photo Challenge.

uploaded to the Lake Blitz Observation Form

Lake Blitz and other partner events, like

Winners in the Most Biodiversity, Most

the North American Lake Management

Impacted will be chosen by Living Lakes

at lakeblitz.livinglakescanada.ca. A short

Society (NALMS) annual Secchi Disk

Canada and Kids Category will be selected

Dip-in.

by our sponsor partner Earth Rangers.
Public Favourite will be voted on by

At the end of July, the Lake Biodiversity

our followers and all winners will be

Photo Challenge will wrap up with the

announced in August.

feedback survey will be sent out to all volunteers
who took part in the Lake Blitz. Those who
gather the most data and/or participate in the
wrap up survey will be eligible to win awesome
prizes!

OCTOBER:
The results of the National Lake Blitz will be
shared on lakeblitz.livinglakescanada.ca.
Here volunteers can access the summary
report and check out all the data collected
via the link to the National Lake Blitz
Observation Map.
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